
INTRODUCTION TO C++ 

PROGRAMMING

Week 3 – BITE 1513

Computer Game Programming



New Employee Orientation

 Type, Variables and Standard I/O

 Working with std namespace

 Using Arithmetic Operators

 Declaring the variables

 Performing Arithmetic Operations with  

variables

 Working with constants



Introduction 

C++



Using C++ for Games

There are a variety of reasons why 

game programmers choose the 

language. 



It’s fast. 



It’s flexible



It’s well 
supported



//  comments

# include <header file>
…
…

void main(  )
{

variable declarations
….
function prototype
…
statements

….
}

Include 

library files

Main 

program 

block







Explanations



This is a comment



It tells the program to 

call the specific library in 

order to display the 

output and making the 

program work perfectly



All symbols in that 

namespace will 

become visible without 

adding the namespace 

prefix. A symbol may be 

for instance a function, 

class or a variable.



E.g. if you add using 

namespace std; you 

can write just cout

instead of std::cout

when calling the 

operator cout defined in 

the namespace std.



The next line marks the 

beginning of the function.

{

And the very last line of 

the program marks the 

end of the function.

}



“Hello World!” is a string—

a series of printable 

characters. Technically, 

it’s a string literal,

meaning it’s literally the 

characters between the 

quotes.



We use the output 

operator (<<) to send the 

string to cout. We use std

to prefix cout to tell the 

compiler that I mean cout

from the standard library. 



The first line of the 

function ends with a 

semicolon (;). That’s 

because the line is a 

statement—the basic unit 

controlling the execution 

flow.



Returning a Value from 

main()

The last statement in the 

function returns 0 to the 

operating system.

return 0;





Working with the std Namespace

Because it’s so common to use elements from the 

std namespace, 

two different methods for directly accessing these 

elements. This will save you the effort of using the 

std:: prefix all the time, plus it will make your code a 

bit cleaner.

// Game Over 2.0

// Demonstrates a using directive

#include <iostream>

using namespace std;

int main()

{

cout << “Game Over!” << endl;

return 0;

}



Working with the std namespace

// Game Over 3.0

// Demonstrates using declarations

#include <iostream>

using std::cout;

using std::endl;

int main()

{

cout << “Game Over!” << endl;

return 0;

}



Data Types

Data Type C++ 

Keyword

Bits Range

integer int 16 -32768 to 32767

long integer long 32 -4294967296 to 

429496725

short 

integer

short 8 -128 to 127

insigned int unsigned 16 0 to 65535

character char 8 0 to 225

floating 

point

float 32 approximately 6 

digits

double

floating 

point

double 64 approximately 12 

digits



Using Arithmetic Operators

Operator Meaning

- Subtraction (also unary minus)

+ Addition

* Multiplication

? Divison

% Modulus  divison

-- Decrement

++ Increment



Declaring Variables

All variables in a program must be 

declared prior to their use. The 

declaration takes the general form

variable_type variable-list;

Examples

int a, b , c:

short small_number;

long big-number;

char ch;

double amout, rate



Initializing Variables

int m, n = 10;

double rate, total = 0.0;

char response = ‘n’;

char colour[6] = “green”;



Logical Operators

Operator Meaning

&& Logical AND

|| Logical OR

! Logical NOT

x y X || y X && y

True True True True

True False True False

False True True False

False False False False



Escape Sequences

Code Meaning Code Meaning

\a Audible bell \t Horizontal 

tab

\b Backspace \\ Backslash

\f Form feed \’ Single 

quote

\n New line \” Double 

quote

\r Carriage 

return

\0 Null ASCII 0



Input/Output

The C++ input/output (I/O) system is designed to 

work with a variety of devices such as keyboard, 

monitor and disks. Although each device is very 

different, the I/O system provides an interface to the 

programmer that is independent of the actual 

device being accessed. This interface is known as 

stream.

C++ comes with a set of predefined streams that 

are automatically opened when a program 

executes. These include cin and cout. The default 

device for cin is the keyboard while the default 

device for cout is the screen.

To use cin and cout, we must include the header file 

<iostream> in the program.



Input/Output




